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Greetings from the Dean of Law
“The end of law
is not to abolish
or restrain, but
to preserve and
enlarge freedom.
For in all the states
of created beings,
capable of laws, where
there is no law there is
no freedom.”
John Locke, Second
Treatise of Government,
Ch. VI, sec. 57
It is a great pleasure to write this foreword
for the first Law Brief of 2018 and as spring
finally gets underway we celebrate some
of the successes of our school, our staff,
students and alumni alike as we ready
ourselves for the challenges educational
and legal that lie ahead. Most importantly
our Law School continues in its ideological
commitment to dialogue, discussion
of challenging boundaries, contesting
knowledge, developing the law and
above all ensuring justice. We continue to
develop our Qualifying Law Degree that is
recognised across the world whilst at the
same time being mindful of the changes
underway for training within the legal
profession itself. Of course we have also
to recognise the contexts in which our
lawyers operate marked by a digital and
cyber world and by increasing compliance

regulations and requirements in all sectors
necessitating legal intervention and expertise.
We celebrate a selection of the best that
is Buckingham Law School within this Law
Brief. We remember our friends past. We
send our wishes and gratitude to our staff,
students, alumni, distinguished friends and
all those who have contributed in bringing
their experience to enliven and invigorate
all we do in helping us build on our great
success and further opportunities for all
our students.
Professor Susan Edwards, Dean of Law

NEWSLETTER HIGHLIGHTS
• Mooting in the Law School
• Buckingham through the ages
• Launch of the Enredados Network
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Graduation

An impressive two-thirds of finalists achieved degrees of a 2:1 standard or higher from the
Law School in December, with 20% achieving a first-class standard.
The Law School Graduation Ceremony takes place in St Peter and St Pauls Church in
Buckingham on Saturday 17 March, and this year’s Swan Ball is due to take place at
Whittlebury Hall. This is the day which all of our students have been working towards and
it will be wonderful to see them in their gowns and mortar boards - we know that they will
treasure the day for the rest of their lives.
We hope everyone attending has a wonderful time; please do send in any photos of the
graduation celebrations you would like included in the next issue of the Law Newsletter!
No matter where your degree in Law might take you, please do keep in touch with the
Law School – let us know how you are getting on, send us updates & photos. The Alumni
Office can be contacted on Facebook, LinkedIn and via email.

Social media and feedback
The Law School is boosting its online presence - we have a new Facebook page,
and we’d love you to follow us and get in touch: https://business.facebook.com/
UoBLawSchool. The University of Buckingham’s Centre for Extractive Energy
Studies (UBCEES), which promotes quality research in the field of extractive
energy studies, is also now on Twitter and LinkedIn. In addition, many of our staff
are now on LinkedIn – feel free to connect with us and say hello!
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Law Student for a Day
In 2017 the Law School launched its ‘Law Student for a Day’ programme. On four separate
days, small groups of applicants who were interested in studying Law were invited to
shadow current students to both a tutorial and seminar, as well as ask our students
questions over lunch. The aim was to give applicants the opportunity to see what it is really
like to study here.
At the end of each day we asked the guests to give completely anonymous feedback to
see what could be improved; the feedback was overwhelmingly positive. Every one of the
applicants asked said they were now considering applying to the University of Buckingham
after spending the day here.
One applicant said “Everyone was very accommodating and I really felt involved”, while
another said “Everyone was really friendly, I felt like a student rather than a visitor”.
We would like to say a big thank you to our students who helped out for these events –
we could not have done it without them: Shrooq Alqahtani, Ben Bassage, Fara Bawa, Yousef
Bendahane, Mia Biles, Miriam Chowdry, Matilda Eason-Jarvis, Emma Eastwood, CharleyAnne Gordon-Gardner, Alice Harvey, Emily Havard, Matthew Korsak, Chloe Moon, Pascal
Morin, Caitlyn Morrison, Michelle Muthoni, Rebecca Plater, Drew Reed, Megan Robinson,
Ella-Marie Rudd, Quinn Smethurst, Jana Ward, Courtney Webster, Ann Wilson and
Amelia Zekavica.
If you are interested in shadowing one of our students for the day, please contact:
law-admissions@buckingham.ac.uk.
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Messages from our students
and alumni
Lofton Renardo Ellis
“My time spent at Buckingham was interesting, quiet,
and challenging. I am pleased to say that the curriculum
is wonderful and the faculty of the Law School stands
ready and willing to see each and every student equipped
to embrace every challenge. As a former student
representative I had the great opportunity to work with the
executives of the Law School, who are all great scholars
and professionals that care for their students ‒ if you have
a concern there is always someone to listen. I wish the
wonderful Buckingham Law School every great success for
the future.”

Lois Adura
"What I believe I should have and can have is what I will
have through determination and perseverance" - Anonymous.
“The meaning of the quote above is now beginning to
become clear to me. There have been times in my life that I
didn't have the confidence to believe that I could succeed in
anything I set my mind to achieve. Through much effort I have
now come to an understanding that no goal is too lofty, if you
are determined and hard working. This is what made me enrol
for a law degree with Buckingham, as a mature student with
young children in school and a family to look after.
My lecturers, the office staff, the Library staff, the
Welfare Office team, and my colleagues, you all have been
wonderful. I could not have done this without your support and encouragement. I will
forever remain grateful to all of you. From the depth of my heart I say “Thank you - you
helped me to remain focused and determined. You saw the best that was in me and I have
achieved this dream because you love me. This experience has transformed my life in a very
positive way and has created a lot of confidence in me.
I will recommend the University of Buckingham to anyone who wants to achieve
excellence in their educational learning/career.”
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Enyinnaya Uchenna-Emezue
“After graduation, I returned to Nigeria and
applied for an internship with Aluko & Oyebode,
a commercial law firm in Lagos, as I wanted to
get a feel of what practice was like in Nigeria
before proceeding to the Nigerian Law School.
The internship was to last just three months,
but it lasted for an additional 10 months, as one
of the Partners in the firm was impressed with
my performance and invited me to carry on
working with him. Over this period, I carried on
with my passion for legal writing and research,
and published papers in some journals like
‘Addressing the Contractual Conundrum in the
Nigerian Aviation Industry’, which was published
in the ‘Issues in Aviation Law and Policy Journal’
(in 2014), and ‘Regulating the Inflationary Cost of Nigeria’s Democracy’ which was
published in the Harvard Africa Policy Journal (in 2016).
I also published a collection of some of my poems Myriad Musings: A Treasury of Poems,
with Partridge Africa in 2015, and earned the Investment Foundations Certificate from the
Chartered Financial Analyst Institute in November 2014.
After completing the Nigerian Law School course and qualifying for practice, I returned
to Aluko & Oyebode, where I work currently as an Associate. My areas of practice are
Governance, Risk and Compliance, and Business Advisory.
From my time in the Nigerian Law School, I also started developing learning resources
for candidates of the Nigerian Bar. The package is almost complete now and is set to be
launched formally in 2018. It will consist of Summary Notes, Draft Workbooks, Law Maps,
Mobile Apps, and other tools which would make learning and revision less difficult for
students. The range of tools have been designed to assist with both visual and auditory
learning. Teaching has always been a passion for me, so I actively look for ways to make the
learning process a lot more efficient, by integrating knowledge with new technologies to
create delivery systems that enable students optimise their academic performance.”
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Kerem Bayraktoroglu
“After getting my LLB degree from the University of
Buckingham, I did an MA course in Communication Studies
at Leeds University, and a Diploma course at London
International Film School in filmmaking.
I then worked as a story editor for New Line Cinema/
Fine Line Features, London, and was involved in several
projects including The Sleeping Dictionary, Ripley’s Game
and the multi award winning Dancer in the Dark. I moved
to New York City in 2001 where I became one of the original
members of Cinetic Media, working on numerous awardwinning features and documentaries before moving back to
the UK to undertake a PhD at the University of Exeter.
Late this summer, my graduation thesis will be published in North America by McFarland
Publishing entitled, ‘The Muslim World in Post-9/11 American Cinema: A Critical Study,
2001-2011’.”

Photo competition
The University of Buckingham campus is
certainly idyllic.
The River Great Ouse runs through the heart
of the site, flanked on either side by tall trees
as it winds its way beneath the Old Tanlaw
Mill. Over the river kingfishers dive for fish,
becoming iridescent blue specs. Ducks, swans,
squirrels, hedgehogs and even the occasional
rabbit can be spotted nearby.
In 2017, we asked students to send in some
of their best photos of Buckingham, which
would be put on display in the Law School
foyer. Mohammed Viceer managed to capture
a verdant shot over the river, with a dappled
reflection of the Union flag in the middle of
the photo. Mohammad was given a voucher
for his winning entry and a canvas copy of his
photograph is on display for all to see.
We would love to see any photos staff and
students have taken of our beautiful campus.
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Local schools ‘Career Work-out’

The University of Buckingham is one of the sponsors of the Worktree programme in Milton
Keynes. The charity seeks to expose school students to real life work experience from as
diverse a group of individuals as possible.
Kerry Usher and I went to a session in St Pauls School in Milton Keynes in November
2017, and Dr Patricia Covarrubia, Gavin Love and Julie O’Shea also visited other schools in
the local area. These sessions mimicked speed dating, where groups of students moved
around, meeting the guests and asking questions about our work, our qualifications, what
we studied at school, what skills our jobs required, and what advice we could offer them.
More information can be found at http://worktree.org. If you are working locally, please
sign up for a session, it is a really interesting and worthwhile opportunity.
Sheena McMurtrie

Mooting in the Law School

UoB mooters at the OUP/BPP final

Shortly before the exam period in November
2017, Joshua Cullen and Rebecca Plater,
won their moot against Birmingham City
University in the OUP/BPP 2017-18 competition.
Birmingham City University proved a good
opposition – they were themselves semifinalists in the 2016-17 competition, beaten by
the winners Queens Belfast.
The moot was judged by local solicitoradvocate Jane Anderson of Woodfines LLP,
Milton Keynes, who proved to be a most
thorough and testing judge.

Gavin Love, Master of Moots
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Our students
StreetLegal
Directed by Professor Judith Bray and assisted by Julie O’Shea, the StreetLegal placement
scheme forms part of the Law School’s professional skills development programme. The
scheme is open to all law students and offers placements within various professional
settings both locally and nationally.

Howes Percival, August 2017
“On the three days I spent with Howes Percival I visited the departments of Corporate
Commercial Law, Property Law and Employment Law.
On the first day, I was shown around the law firm and my first task consisted of reading
through a contract then answering questions about it, for example in what section you
would find offer and acceptance. I then progressed onto researching about corporate law
via Practical Law.
On the second day, in the Property department I was given a scenario about a couple
who wanted to buy a property. Then I read through the Title Deeds and answered questions
about various easements and covenants.
Finally, on the last day I went to the Employment department. They gave me a folder
which contained minutes and letters relating to a case of unfair dismissal. After I read
through all the paperwork provided, I filled out a form about why the employee was
claiming for unfair dismissal.
At the end of each day, I had the opportunity to meet with the Associate Solicitor within each
department. They went through the tasks with me and gave me feedback on my answers.
I thoroughly enjoyed the experience of working with Howes Percival and I found it very
interesting indeed. This is such an excellent opportunity for any would-be lawyer. All eager
law students should sign up for StreetLegal!
I now have my sights on gaining some experience working in the Courts in order to gain a
different insight into the variety of opportunities available within the legal field.
My thanks go to Professor Bray and Mrs O’Shea for organising the placement, and to all at
Howes Percival in Milton Keynes.”
Ella-Marie Rudd

Clerkenwell and Shoreditch County Court, October 2017
“Clerkenwell and Shoreditch County Court in central London handles small claims and fast
track cases which ranges from personal injuries claims, injunctions, to repossession. The
Court houses twelve chambers, occupied by nine judges. I was very fortunate to shadow
Judge Manners, District Judge Rand and District Judge Bell covering a variety of cases.
8
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On the second day, DJ Manners presided over a personal
injury claim against an insurance company which I had
opportunity to shadow. The claimant alleged to have
sustained personal injury in a collision between his car and
the defendant’s insured car which resulted in whiplash that
caused pain and discomfort that lasted for six months. It was
however established that the collision between the claimant
and defendant was not of the magnitude that the claimant
alleged and as such couldn’t possibly cause any whiplash. The
claimant had no evidence of going to A&E as he alleged in his
medical records and his oral evidence was inconsistent with
the witness statement and expert medical report that he relied
on. The case was dismissed.
All in all, this was a wonderful experience and I couldn’t have
asked for anything more and am resolute now that I have found
my passion. My sincere gratitude to all the staff of University of Buckingham Law School
and Professor Bray for making this happen.”
Oluwatoyin Solomon

EMW Law, October 2017
“During my placement at EMW I had the opportunity to work within three different
departments within the firm. On the first day it was the commercial contracts team, while
there I had the opportunity to sit in on a call with one of the teams current clients and
make notes on the call to write up for one of the fee earners as well as being given an
introduction to the case and some of the background of the contract being created.
The final department I was placed in was the real estate team. This is the biggest
department of the firm and takes up the majority of the top floor of their office. During my
time in the team I learnt more about the research and information database the firm used,
as well as getting to again be given experience with active cases and look at property deeds
and agreements between parties.
My week at EMW was an amazing experience. When I initially received my placement
my assumption was that I would be doing the scanning and coffee making normally
associated with work experience. However, the reality was that StreetLegal gave me a
fantastic opportunity to ‘get my hands dirty’ and practically apply my legal knowledge
and also experience areas of law that I hadn’t necessarily previously considered. I would
recommend the StreetLegal programme to all law students. It was a wonderful opportunity
to take my law degree beyond the lecture hall and put it into action.”
Matilda Eason-Jarvis
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In memory of...
Concordia Soanes, Law Office Manager
The Law School Community was immensely
shocked and saddened by the sudden loss
of our friend and colleague, Concordia
Soanes, who died on 16 December after a
very short and sudden illness.
Concordia was a true friend to staff and
students and worked at the Law School
for five years. She was the lynch-pin of
our fantastic Law School Office. Concordia
was meticulous, ensuring everything was
finished to a high-standard. She had a
radiant smile and a good sense of humour.
As one student pointed out, not only did
Concordia know all the Law students by
name, her gift for languages meant she never
struggled with their pronunciation either.
As Law Office manager from early 2017, she
made a point to celebrate the administrative
staff birthdays and would do her utmost to
ensure everyone was looked after.
Ondaatje Hall was packed like never
before after her funeral and students
travelled during their holidays to say a final
goodbye – testament to how well respected
Concordia was.
Our thoughts and deepest sympathies
are with her husband and children at this
difficult time.
Friends and colleagues of Concordia who
would like to leave a message of sympathy
for her family, can do so on the University’s
website: https://www.buckingham.ac.uk/
latest-news/university-mourns-the-lossofconcordia-soanes/. The book will be given
to Concordia’s family in due course.
10
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Dinesh Rajp, Visiting Lecturer
We are very sorry to report the death of Law
alumnus and visiting lecturer Dinesh Rajp.
Dinesh joined the University to study for
his LLB in July 2000. After completing his
degree he transferred to the LLM programme.
When Dinesh became a lecturer here, as
well as teaching he produced the Law Brief
newsletter and helped in the Admissions
Office until May 2017.
Professor Susan Edwards, Dean of
Law, says: “Dinesh had an indefatigable
commitment to the University, the Law School
and its students. He was a great teacher and
worked tirelessly and with passion and verve.
Dinesh made lasting friendships. We will
continue to build together, work together and
live together as he did”.
The Vice-Chancellor, Sir Anthony Seldon,
says: “Dinesh loved the University and
brought an enormous amount to it as a
student and then as a colleague. He will be
greatly missed”.
Our thoughts are with Dinesh’s friends and family.

Jaspal Singh Sandhu,
Alumni
It is with great sadness that
we report the death of one of
our alumni, Jaspal Sandhu,
who completed his degree with
Buckingham in 2001.
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Buckingham through the ages
Buckingham is an idyllic town, the perfect place to study. However, the town has
seen its fair share of drama through the ages…
St Rumbold was
an infant saint
from Anglo-Saxon
times, who lived
for only three days.
Legend has it he
could talk as soon as he was born, declaring
himself a Christian and delivering a sermon
AD 650 at just two days old. There is a plaque
commemorating him in the Old
Churchyard, and a medieval well,
named St Rumbold’s Well, is to the south
of the dismantled railway line.

During the Civil War, Buckingham’s local
gentry took opposing sides. Both Oliver
Cromwell and Charles I spent time in the
Town, the latter holding a Council of War
at Castle House.
There are rumours of an extensive
tunnel network running under the
1642 town, having been built during
- 1651 the Civil War. Many residents
have been in remnants of the
tunnels, but no one has compiled a
map of the network yet.

Much of
Buckingham
was devastated
by fire. This is
1725 why a lot of the
houses in the
town centre look
similar.

Catherine of Aragon,
1514 first queen of
Henry VIII, stayed at
Castle House.

According to Dr Sarah Sargent of the Law School,
Trolly Hall on Castle Street is haunted: “Trolly Hall was
the old Assembly Rooms for the great and good of
Buckingham in the 1700s, where dances and parties
and such were held. The Duke of
Buckingham was said to frequent
it often. Sometimes there is a
great deal of commotion just
down the road from Trolly Hall
and people speaking in very posh
accents, but when I look, there
is nothing and no one is there.
Ghostly parties leaving the hall,
perhaps?”
12
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In the University’s Hunter Street Library, on
the first floor, there are two beams with graffiti
on them. The first reads: “Lord Nelson’s dying
triumph over the combined fleets of
1800s France and Spain 21 Octr. 1805”, and
the second reads: “Burdett & Liberty
for ever”. Sir Francis Burdett was an MP
and friend of Lord Admiral Nelson.

Have you read Lark Rise to
Candleford? It is a trilogy of semiautobiographical novels, about
the countryside of north-east
Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire,
and Flora Thompson based
‘Candleford’ on Buckingham. There
is an exhibition about her in the Old
Gaol in the town.
1939
- 1943

1936

One creature which certainly loves the
Franciscan building is the rare Mason
Bee, which likes to reside in crevices in
walls. These creatures are very gentle,
and are unfortunately on the decline
due to pesticides.

The Franciscan Building exudes character
and has many interesting stories.
The building was previously a Roman
Catholic School, St Bernadine’s, and
there is even a clip on YouTube of the
foundation stone of a new wing being put
in place by the Bishop of Northampton:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Y04AC3C88.
There are also rumours that Winston
Churchill delivered a speech from one of
the rooms in the Franciscan during WW2.
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Highlights - Autumn 2017/Winter 2018
This is what we’ve been doing lately! What are you up to? Get in touch:
lawschool@buckingham.ac.uk

Student Reception,
January 2018
We welcomed our new cohort
of students with an informal
reception at the Law School

Inner Temple
In January Professor Susan Edwards
was the private guest of Sir Ivan
Lawrence, and also met with alumnus
Willin Belliard at the meal

14
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“The Evaluation of Judges’ Work”
Gar Yein Ng was asked to present and chair
meetings in a workshop hosted by the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in
Europe in Tbilisi, Georgia in November 2017.

Christmas Donations
The Milton Keynes Food Bank sent their
thanks for all the donations made just
before Christmas (Thanks to Kerry Usher for
organising)

Law Ball October 2017
Staff and students enjoyed an evening that
enabled them to put on their glad rags and
dancing shoes!

15
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Launch of the Enredados Network
In the Law School we are celebrating the formal
launch of the Enredados network. Enredados is
an online network of policymakers, academics
and practitioners in the fields of Intellectual
Property (IP) and Intangible Cultural Heritage
(ICH) established to encourage debate on the
following issues:
• the intersections between IP and
ICH-related policy
• the relationship between IP and ICH
safeguarding
• how IP protection might be used as a tool for
safeguarding ICH

Patricia Covarrubia (right)

The network is co-managed by Dr Patricia Covarrubia, Senior Lecturer in Law at Buckingham,
together with Professor Charlotte Waelde, Centre for Dance Research at Coventry University,
and Harriet Deacon, Special Adviser on ICH for the UK Heritage Crafts Association.

Professor Susan Edwards
gave a talk in Manchester,
on the 100TH anniversary
of women being given the
vote

The annual Human Rights
and Jurisprudence
debate on campus
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My part-time LLB
I joined the part-time LLB course in
September 2013. I was looking to fill the gap
that was going to be left once my daughter
went to university, and as a more mature
student (then aged 51), I wondered if I would
be able to cope with returning to study.
However, once I had a few assignments
under my belt, there was no stopping me.
I loved every minute of the course and
really appreciated the time the tutors took
to explain difficult and pivotal cases in
depth. I enjoyed being at university so much
that I became the Part-time Law student
representative for two years, which meant
being the eyes and ears of the course, and
attending Law Board meetings of behalf of the
part-time students. It was very rewarding.

Where has my law degree taken me?
Exploring different options for a legal career,
in 2017 I submitted my CV to the Civil Service
Graduate Fast Stream. I was subsequently
offered a position at the Royal Courts of
Justice (RJC) in London, right in the heart
of the judiciary. As it happened, during the
previous summer I had travelled to London
to visit The Old Bailey and the RJC with a
fellow part-time student, Lucy. We looked
around the RCJ and popped our heads
into the magnificent court rooms. It never
occurred to me that, just a year later, I would
be working there!
I currently work as part of the small
but expanding Judicial Office Courts and
Tribunals Reform team, working with the
highest-ranking judges of the land on a
daily basis. The Reform programme is a
six-year, £1bn transformation of the courts

and tribunals
of the UK, and
is due to be
completed in
2022. The aim
of the Reform
programme is
to safeguard
the rule of law
and to make
justice more
accessible
to all, whilst
maintaining
the constitutional independence of the
judiciary. I currently liaise with judges from
the five jurisdictions: civil, family, tribunals,
crime and magistrates, and co-ordinate their
viewpoints and suggestions on Reform. It’s
really fascinating work and a great privilege
to be involved in such a significant overhaul
of the judicial system. No two days are the
same and I have finally got used to starting
most of my emails with ‘Dear Judge’.
Apart from working in a beautiful
building, one perk of working at RCJ is that
we are invited to see the swearing in of
judges. So far, I have been in court for the
swearing in of the Lord Chief Justice, the
Lord Mayor of London, the Lord Chancellor,
and Lord Justice Singh. The woodenpanelled courts are steeped in history
and events are always colourful and full of
pomp and ceremony. It’s a totally different
and intriguing world and my journey to this
world began with my part-time LLB at the
University of Buckingham.

Anne Swetnam
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Law School Examination Prizes
December 2017

Prize

Winner

The Best Performance - Part I Examinations

Rebecca Plater

Good Performance - Part I Examinations

Obehi Irabor
Emma Eastwood
Yousef Bendahane

The Edward Legg Prize - Good Performance in Criminal Law

Emma Eastwood
Yousef Bendahane
Michelle Muthoni

The Roderick Wu Prize - Best Performance in Criminal Law

Rebecca Plater

Sweet and Maxwell Law Prize - Best Performance in Finals

James Hughes

Good Performance - Part II Examinations

Natalie Turney

The Roderick Wu Prize - Best Performance in Law of Evidence

Eseosa Aigbe

Merit Prize - Good all-round performance academically

Joshua Cullen
Andrea Baronti
Yashwanth Krishnan

The Rachel Lawrence Prize - Mooting and Legal Skills

Cheddi Bassoo

Khandahar Horlogerie Prize

Nkechi Ugwu

Law School Subject Prizes
December 2017

Prize

Winner

Contemporary Issues in Human Rights

Polly Smallwood

Law of Contract

Rebecca Plater

Criminology

Polly Smallwood

Employment Law

Natalie Turney

European Union Law I

Andrew Reed

European Union Law II

David Bello
Obehi Irabor

Family Law

Andrea Baronti

Introduction to Legal Studies

Michal K Doron

Jurisprudence

Joshua Cullen

Legal Skills and Procedure

Cheddi Bassoo

Law of Trusts

Polly Smallwood
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Scholarships and bursaries
High Achiever Scholarships

An automatic scholarship, worth £2,000 per annum, is available to undergraduate Home
(UK/EU) students achieving ABB or above in their A Levels.

Five Counties Scholarships

Undergraduates living in Buckinghamshire (including Milton Keynes), Bedfordshire,
Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, and Hertfordshire are eligible to receive £2,000 per annum
towards their tuition fees.

Buckingham bursaries

Students in receipt of a maintenance loan of £5,000 or more per annum will receive an
automatic bursary of £1,100 per annum.

Undergraduate Law Admissions enquiries
T: +44 (0)1280 828321
E: law-admissions@buckingham.ac.uk
Postgraduate Law Admissions enquiries
T: +44 (0)1280 828289
E: margaret.darrell@buckingham.ac.uk
International Office
T: +44 (0)1280 820155
E: international-office@buckingham.ac.uk
General Admissions enquiries
T: +44 (0)1280 820313
E: admissions@buckingham.ac.uk

Come to an Open Day, or be a law student for a day
Book your space now: www.buckingham.ac.uk/opendays

TOP UNIVERSITY
FOR TEACHING
QUALITY

TOP UNIVERSITY
FOR TEACHING
QUALITY

TOP UNIVERSITY
FOR TEACHING
QUALITY

The University of Buckingham, Hunter Street, Buckingham, MK18 1EG
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